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THE FIELDLINE® SAGE CREEK WAIST PACK 

Hunters Running-N-Gunning for Turkeys Never Had it so Good as the Sage Creek Waist Pack 

Few things will make your heart skip a beat in the woods like a big ‘ol Tom gobbling from the roost. However, 
Fieldline’s Sage Creek Waist Pack will certainly come close. When you are ready to match wits with a turkey you’ll 
need your essentials close at hand in a pack that won’t slow you down or give you away. You need the Sage Creek 
from Fieldline®. 

Fieldline’s Sage Creek Waist Pack minimizes the bulk of an entire vest and provides a carry solution ideally sized for 
the turkey hunter on the go, in any weather conditions and any temperature.  

The Fieldline Sage Creek offers one large main compartment flanked by two medium pockets and two small pockets. 
The large pocket features two attached smaller compartments and two front mesh pockets. Each of the medium 
pockets also has a smaller outer pocket. In all, the Sage Creek has plenty of storage space to organize your slate, box 
and mouth calls. The zippered pockets have pulls that are easy to reach and operate with or without gloves and easily 
access your spare shells, archery release, binos, rangefinder knives, keys, GPS or just about anything else you choose 
to tote into the turkey woods. 

Four D-Rings are included with the Sage Creek to attach bulkier gear such as a coat or decoys. Just in case that is not 
enough, Fieldline also designed the Sage Creek with its innovative Gear Lock system in mind. The Gear-Lock system 
allows you to customize the pack with Fieldline’s Gear-Lock accessories. This modular concept, allows the user to 
customize and expand the pack’s capabilities to meet the wearer’s specific situational demands for success.  

No turkey equipment is complete without an effective camo system. Fieldline wasn’t about to choose sides and wisely 
let you pick your own pattern by offering the Sage Creek in either Mossy Oak® Break Up Infinity or Realtree® APX. 

Fieldline offers a Lifetime Warranty so you can wear the Sage Creek Waist Pack in the turkey woods with confidence! 
In fact, the company is committed to providing high-quality packs, duffles and lifestyle accessories that are fully 
guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials for the life of the product. 

To learn more about the new Fieldline Sage Creek Waist Pack or any of the company’s rugged packs and 
accessories, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353. 
Or visit online at http://www.fieldline.com.   

 “Like” Fieldline on  to keep up with the latest news and for a chance to win a new Fieldline pack. 
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